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Saks ' new beauty concept is one of the many ways beauty retailers and brands leveraging new trends . Image credit: Saks

By BRIELLE JAEKEL

T he majority of cosmetics executives believe that health-inspired beauty along with personalization and digital
engagement will be driving themes in the industry this year.

According to a survey by Euromonitor, skin health is a major factor within the beauty-manufacturing world today with
an increase in brands creating topical probiotics. More than half of beauty execs believe that health in beauty, digital
and personalization are the most important aspects of successful launches.
"Industry growth remained strong at 5% in 2017, a slight improvement on the previous year,' said Irina Barbalova,
global lead of beauty and personal care at Euromonitor, London. "A thriving premium segment was once again the
standout story, outpacing its mass counterpart for a third consecutive year.
"Notwithstanding the high propensity to trade up in terms of price, there are ample opportunities to premiumise
through concepts which enhance perceptions of quality beyond the price tag a much-needed strategy for mass
players," she said.
Beauty themes
Euromonitor surveyed 623 executive professionals in the beauty industry throughout 57 countries worldwide about
their thoughts on the current market.
T he value of sales are growing stronger within beauty, with 41 percent of industry experts expecting a 5 percent
increase compared to 2017.
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Ecommerce is becoming a major force for the cosmetics industry, with 70 percent of respondents saying Internet
retailing has gained share. T he feature has become significant in all aspects of beauty, including personal care,
beauty products and both.
Following online shopping, beauty specialist retailers are gaining share, with 40 percent of experts saying it has
grown over the past year.
On the opposite end of the spectrum, traditional department stores' importance with beauty brands appears to be
decreasing, with a significant portion of respondents saying its retail share is dropping.
For personal care-specific products, direct selling is becoming more popular, ahead of beauty products and the
industry as a whole.
While healthy skin is a major component of the wellness trend, its importance goes beyond that in the beauty world.
Factors such as natural and safer ingredients, therapeutic benefits and an overall holistic healthy lifestyle are
important themes in beauty today.
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More than 45 percent of experts believe that the most important launches in the upcoming year will be related to
health, followed by digital beauty marketing and targeting specific consumer segments.
Additional insight
Beauty brands are investing more heavily into social media and influencer marketing than their peers in fashion
and luxury, according to a new report.
Launchmetrics' "Beauty Redefined" ebook notes that there has been a 23 percent drop in print advertising value for
beauty labels between 2013 and 2017, with the category putting more focus on digital marketing. As the industry sets
its sights on millennials, influencers are playing a significant role in driving awareness and engagement for
consumers who prefer to research online (see story).
Beauty manufacturers are some of the biggest innovators in marketing, but lately their use of technology has brought
personalization tactics to a futuristic standpoint.
Augmented reality is rampant with beauty brands allowing users to try on products without having to be in store.
While the experience still is not the same as trying on items in person, it still personalizes the experience

exponentially and has paved the way for more sophisticated marketing tactics through technology (see story).
"T he evolution of technology and digital connectivity are causing fundamental shifts in attitudes and shopping
preferences," Ms. Barbalova said. "T he interaction between brands and consumers will be increasingly reliant on
digitally-enabled conversations and experiences.
"Community over individual and story over product a key mantra for younger consumer cohorts," she said.
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